Platts Carbon Markets Alert (CMA) gives commodity executives including strategic planners, project developers, ESG personnel, analysts, traders, risk and asset managers relevant insight into the trends that shape carbon markets across a large range of project types, geographies and standards ranging from renewables in India to forestry in Brazil. Building on Platts specialists’ extensive knowledge and experience of global commodity markets, CMA offers a set of independent carbon price assessments and indices, industry-leading analysis and real-time news and deals information. CMA provides greater transparency and efficiency across the fast-evolving carbon and emissions markets, giving you today the clarity and confidence to make critical business decisions that will shape tomorrow.

This CMA quick guide is designed to help you discover and navigate content more efficiently. It includes page numbers for key content and contact details of Platts’ Carbon editorial team. This document is updated on a regular basis so go to www.spglobal.com/platts/en/our-methodology/symbolpage-directories to make sure you are using the most recent version.

All Platts Carbon Prices and Insights in one location.

Serving high-level industry trends as well as specific insight into long and short-term pricing trends, never miss an opportunity with Platts’ expert analysis of the complex and fast-changing carbon markets.

You will get:

- Real-time insights on what is moving global carbon markets at any given time, as well as analytical coverage on what lies behind market moving events, to help you make better informed decisions in today’s fast-changing economic and regulatory environment
  - From the strategies and actions of global and regional companies to the intricacies of policy and regulation in producing and consuming nations, from technological breakthroughs to changes in regional pricing patterns, from global trading opportunities to key asset announcements
- Global carbon price assessments and indices available in at least 9 different currencies, to provide greater transparency on what it costs to manage carbon emissions around the globe
  - Platts’ price assessments offer an in-depth analysis of global carbon markets, covering the widest range of projects and vintages
  - Leveraging our expert industry knowledge and robust methodology, carbon price assessments provide a level of transparency and detail that will be critical in anticipating the costs and impacts of carbon emissions in the coming years.

Questions or feedback? Please email Platts_Carbon@spglobal.com.
# Platts CMA Key Pages

## General Information and News
- News & Insights: CMA0100
- Master Page Index: CMA0101
- Subscriber Notes: CMA1500

## Carbon
### Assessments
- Carbon Credit Daily Assessments - AUD: CMA2001
- Carbon Credit Daily Assessments - BRL: CMA2002
- Carbon Credit Daily Assessments - CNY: CMA2003
- Carbon Credit Daily Assessments - EUR: CMA2004
- Carbon Credit Daily Assessments - INR: CMA2005
- Carbon Credit Daily Assessments - JPY: CMA2006
- Carbon Credit Daily Assessments - RUB: CMA2007
- Carbon Credit Daily Assessments - SGD: CMA2008
- Carbon Credit Daily Assessments - USD: CMA2009
- CARBEX Daily Assessments: CMA2012
- Xpansiv Carbon Assessments: CMA2014

### Monthly Averages
- Global Carbon Credit Monthly Averages: CMA2011
- CARBEX Monthly Averages: CMA2013
- Xpansiv Carbon Monthly Averages: CMA2015

### Commentaries & Rationales
- Global Carbon Commentary: CMA2010
- Global Carbon Rationale: CMA2020

### Heards
- Global Carbon Heards: CMA2030

## Methane Performance Certificates (MPC)
### Assessments
- Global MPC Daily Assessments: CMA5001

### Monthly Averages
- Global MPC Monthly Averages: CMA5002

### Commentaries & Rationales
- Global MPC Commentary: CMA5010

### Heards
- Global MPC Heards: CMA5030

## Newsletters/Reports
- Platts Carbon Markets Daily: CMA2000